
The Saint is Heard
Program Guide by Ian Dickerson

Here she comes, ladies and gentlemen, the Bromo-Seltzer Special...bringing you
the Robin Hood of modern crime, THE SAINT. The twentieth century’s brightest
buccaneer—the Robin Hood of modern crime—Simon Templar, known to
millions of you as—The Saint.

Tonight from Hollywood, with Edgar Barrier in the title role, the makers of
Bromo-Seltzer bring to radio for the first time, Leslie Charteris’ favourite of
detective story fiction and motion pictures. The Saint is abroad again working his
own private brand of law enforcement that has long been the headache of crooks
and cops alike.

When The Saint began his radio career, he was
already the star of a long running series of books.
The first,Meet—the Tiger!, had been published in
September 1928 and, by 1935, with the release of
the fifteenth book about his adventures, The Saint
in New York, he was a transatlantic best-seller.

With such a literary sensation on his hands, it
wasn’t long before The Saint’s creator, Leslie
Charteris, looked to other media to exploit his
creation. In 1938, he was approached by the Irish
radio station Radio Athlone, which wanted to
adapt some of his stories for broadcast. The
resulting series, with actor Terence De Marney as
The Saint, ran for six episodes in 1939 and was
successful enough for De Marney to return to the
role the following year on BBC Forces Radio. But,
with Charteris — and, inevitably, The Saint —
spending increasing amounts of time in the
U.S.A., the adventures of The Saint were destined
for American radio.

CD 10
A: “The Terrible Tintype” – 11/26/50
The Saint discovers a dead Marsh and doesn’t
receive a picture. This episode was recorded on
November 17, 1950 and broadcast nine days later.

B: “Martin Hickerson, Private Eye” – 12/03/50
The Saint discovers a frame-up and persuades a
farmer to return to his science. This episode was
recorded on November 24, 1950 and broadcast
nine days later.

Ian Dickerson is a writer, producer and director who should probably know better. He met
Leslie Charteris whilst a teenager, and since then has spent many hours collecting every
publication by him. He lives in Hampshire, England with his wife and children...and an
awful lot of books by Leslie Charteris.

www.RadioSpirits.com
PO Box 1315, Little Falls, NJ 07424
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CD 6
A: “Baseball Murder” – 09/03/50
A baseball gets thrown and The Saint goes to a game. This episode
was recorded on June 28, 1950 and broadcast more than two months
later.

B: “The Horrible Hamburger” – 09/10/50
The Saint and Louie go for a hamburger and discover a dead body
in the trunk. This episode was recorded on June 29, 1950.and
broadcast 73 days later.

CD 7
A: “The Ghost that Giggled” – 09/17/50
The Saint discovers a sinister sister. This episode was recorded on
September 14 1950 and broadcast just three days later. One reason
for the change in schedule was that star Vincent Price was stuck in
Paris and unable to get back in time. Though the production held out
in the end, they had to recast the role of The Saint and Barry
Sullivan picked up the halo.

B: “Dossier on a Doggone Dog” – 09/24/50
A young boy sees a dognapping and The Saint intervenes. With Vincent Price still stuck in Paris,
production was again quite tight. The show was recorded on September 21, 1950 and broadcast three
days later. Barry Sullivan again picks up the halo.With Price seemingly unable to carry on in the role
due to his other commitments, NBC cancelled the show for four weeks.

CD 8
A: “It’s Snow Use” – 10/29/50
The Saint goes to a ski resort and discovers a killer.

B: “Miss Godby’s School for Girls” – 11/05/50
The Saint meets a millionaire and discovers a dead groom. This episode was recorded on October
27, 1950 and broadcast nine days later.

CD 9
A: “The Dame on the Doorstep” – 11/12/50
A gangster returns and The Saint solves a murder.

B: “No Hiding Place” – 11/19/50
The Saint goes to jail and mixes with the mob.

The first significant attempt to develop an American series was
made in the early 1940’s, when a scriptwriter was commissioned to
adapt one of the early short stories. The project was dropped before
it could gain Charteris’ approval. A later letter from the adapter (to
eventual Saint radio show packager James L. Saphier) offers an
insight as to why. He wrote, “As you know, Mr. Charteris’ plots are
very complicated and depend to a large extent on action...physical
action. This is hardly radio material...yet the character...and the feel
of the stories is right.”

Charteris himself commissioned a number of writers in early 1943
to pen some radio scripts featuring his creation. Dennis Green
adapted the Charteris story “The Frightened Inn-Keeper,” Virginia
Radcliffe contributed an original adventure entitled “The Silent
Death,” andMyron Dutton turned in an original script entitled “Off
the Beam.” Charteris bought all rights to the scripts and, working
with his agent James L. Saphier, used them to pitch a Saint show to

the radio networks. NBC committed to a thirteen week run, which would be sponsored by Bromo-
Seltzer. Protective of his creation, and keen to expand his experience, Charteris formed Saint Radio
Productions to produce the show.

An insight into how Charteris saw the characters on the radio can be gleaned from an early draft of
one of the first episodes, which lists the primary characters as follows: The Saint (Robert Montgomery
type), Hoppy (Allen Jenkins type), Fernack (Eugene Pallette type), Patricia Holm (breezy, efficient
secretary to the Saint). Montgomery, a dark and debonair leading man from the ‘30s and ‘40s, is
perhaps best known nowadays for being the father of Bewitched star, Elizabeth Montgomery. Allen
Jenkins was an American actor who’d made a career out of playing stooges, comic henchmen and
other tough guys throughout the 1930s and 40s. Poor Patricia’s relegation to the role of secretary was
deemed necessary to allow the Saint a degree of romantic freedom. However, Chareris was not writing
all of the shows himself. About that fact, he had this to say,

“Of course I was not writing all the shows myself—to have done that, as well as
producing them, as well as running a publishing business on the side, as I was then,
as well as doing other writing of my own, would have been the schedule of a human
dynamo, which I have never resembled. But I was supplying most of the ideas, and
working closely with the writers who put the scripts together.”

His work with the writers was typified by “The Haunted Professor,” the tenth of the first thirteen
episodes. Charteris had liked Virginia Radcliffe’s “The Silent Death,” but the resulting format of the
show was different from that envisioned when she had written the script. He gave the radioplay to
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actor and screenwriter Fred Howard to rewrite. Howard re-titled it “The Haunted Professor” and
quickly turned in a draft, but Charteris still wasn’t satisfied. He substantially re-wrote it himself before
allowing it to go into production, with the final credit going to all three writers.

The directing chores for the first thirteen episodes were split between twomen: Bill Rousseau and Neil
Reagan. Reagan, brother of actor and already politically-active Ronald, did not impress Charteris.
Charteris eloquently elaborated on what he considered Reagan’s lack of ability in more than one
strongly worded epistle to Saphier, who was the producer caught between the creative Charteris and
the fiscally conservative sponsors:

Reagan was imposed under protest, retained under protest, and only allowed to
finish when cancellation made changing unworthwhile... After giving him what I
think is a very fair trial, he has not shown me any creative or constructive
contribution to the show. He has impressed me with a lack of ability in cutting and
editing scripts, and I have been very disappointed by his failure to interpret scenes
and direct readings to the best advantage.

A furious Charteris insisted that “any payment would be charitable and not earned by directing.”
However, he wanted to point out that he wasn’t an impossible taskmaster. He wrote, “I have been
thoroughly satisfied with Bill Rousseau’s handling of the show. It is simply that I am firmly convinced
that Reagan is not the right man for the job...” But a contract is a contract, and Reagan was paid for
his directorial chores. Charteris, though, was not about to see his creation ruined, and pointed out to
Saphier that “the Saint is far too valuable a property for me to take any unreasonable chances with...”
Thoroughly dissatisfied with Reagan, he stepped in on the last three shows to do the directing himself.

An active participant in Hollywood’s support of the war effort, Charteris was more than happy to
send copies of the scripts from these thirteen episodes to the radio department of the Writers War
Board late in 1945 for dramatization by the soldiers.

The show debuted at 6:30pm on Saturday January 6, 1945, but failed to find an audience. Bromo-
Seltzer withdrew sponsorship after thirteen episodes, and the show was off the air. However,
throughout Charteris’ later years, he declared himself to have been “completely satisfied with Barrier’s
performance.”

Campbell’s Soups bring you...The Saint! The Robin Hood of Modern Crime. Tonight
from Hollywood, with Brian Aherne in the title role, the makers of Campbell’s Soups
bring you the first in a new series of daring adventures in the career of Leslie
Charteris’ favorite of detective fiction, radio and motion pictures. The Robin Hood
of modern crime, Simon Templar...known to millions of you as...THE SAINT!

CD 2
A: “A Schitzophrenic Psychiatrist” (a.k.a. “The
Color-Blind Killer”) – 09/18/49
The Saint goes sailing and discovers danger.

B: “The Sinister Sneeze” – 06/11/50
The Saint goes to a prizefight and discovers that
the sums don’t add up. This episode is one of
several to feature actor Larry Dobkin as Louie the
Cabbie, who seems like a not too distant relative
of Hoppy Uniatz.

CD 3
A: “The Problem of the Peculiar Payoff” – 07/09/50
Somebody borrows The Saint’s name and uses it for blackmail, so The Saint feels compelled to
investigate. This script was written by Jerome Epstein.

B: “Follow the Leader” – 07/16/50
The Saint is hot on the trail of Hitler’s heir apparent.

CD 4
A: “The Frightened Author” – 07/23/50
A friend of The Saint’s writes a mystery novel featuring three living people. They’re all annoyed at
the writer…and then one of them turns up dead.

B: “The Case of the Previewed Crime” – 07/30/50
Awriter contacts The Saint in search of the perfect crime. This episode is unique because it features
Larry Dobkin in two roles, neither of which were Louie the Cabbie!

CD 5
A: “The Corpse Said Ouch” - 08/06/50
Ayoung lady tells The Saint that she’s just read her own obituary in the newspaper. This episode was
recorded on June 7, 1950 and was broadcast almost a month later.

B: “Cupid and the Corpse” – 08/27/50
The Saint discovers a murder in a cigar store…and a large quantity of forged bonds. This episode was
recorded on June 23, 1950 and broadcast about two months later.
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The Saint...based on characters created by Leslie Charteris and known to
millions from books, magazines and motion pictures...the Robin Hood of modern
crime now comes to radio staring Hollywood’s brilliant and talented actor
Vincent Price as...THE SAINT!

The Saint returned to the airwaves in July 1947 with Vincent Price picking up the halo. The show ran
for a couple of years on the CBS network before moving to the Mutual Broadcasting System, starting
on July 10th 1949.

The show, by this time, was almost totally out of Charteris’hands.Although mentioned in the credits,
the show had now become, as the closing credits announced, “A James L. Saphier Production.”

Charteris was busy elsewhere. The Saint had just started his comic strip career, Charteris himself was
embroiled in a legal suit against RKO, and he was also trying to establish himself as an author of
something other than The Saint. Regarding the radio shows, he was, as he later admitted, “drawing a
nice little honorarium for doing nothing.” Charteris had farmed out the package and was doing
nothing, except encouraging Jimmy Saphier to sell the show bigger and better. He wasn’t consulted
in the casting; he simply left them to get on with it. He didn’t even listen to the show, as he was often
out of the country when it was broadcast.

The show, however, had finally found its audience. Its mix of light hearted comedy, mystery, and
crime drama kept Vincent Price in the role for four years. He eventually left the show in May 1951,
and was replaced by actor Tom Conway.

Episodes Included in This Collection

CD 1
A: “The Saint Goes Underground” – 07/31/49
The Saint goes mining in this episode written by Michael Cramoy
(who would go on to write for the TV version of The Saint, starring
Roger Moore).

B: “Greed Causes Murder” – 08/14/49
The Saint is on the trail of some missing millions. This episode,
broadcast live, features the first appearance of noted actor Dan
O’Herlihy, who would make a dozen appearances in the Saint’s
radio adventures.

Tonight we find Simon with the beautiful Patricia
Holm, the girl in his life, and the unreasonably
unbeautiful Hoppy Uniatz...who thinks with his
ham sized fists and his beloved automatic Betsy.
They are having a belated breakfast in the dining
room of the Hotel Parkside in New York City.

Interest in putting The Saint on the radio was still high, and when
CBS cast around for a summer replacement for The Jack Carson
Show it wasn’t long before Charteris and Saphier had themselves a
deal for another thirteen episodes. The Saint returned to the airwaves
on June 20th 1945 at 9pm, with actor Brian Aherne picking up the
halo.

Charteris was still acting as creator/producer/script-editor, and built on his experience by making sure
that all but two episodes were adapted from published Saint adventures. Actor-writer Fred Howard
returned to adapt two of those stories and contributed one of the two original scripts for this season.
Charteris was also keen to encourage new writers. Herta Georgius, who adapted “The Prince of
Cherkessia” from the original Charteris tale was, at the time, employed as a secretary...by Leslie
Charteris.

“The Saint—to lawbreakers a devil, to the police an embarrassment, and to many
an ordinary guy like you and me—a saint. The Saint—sprung from the pen of Leslie
Charteris, his adventures fill thirty books, a dozen motion pictures, and now by radio
he is yours for the next half hour.”

But, like the previous attempt, the show failed to find an audience.
When The Jack Carson Show returned after its summer holiday, The
Saint was off the airwaves.

After his spell with the halo, Aherne continued in films, but also
found work in television.Amongst other small screen appearances he
guested on Robert Montgomery Presents (1953), Errol Flynn Theatre
(1957) and even starred in an episode of The Twilight Zone (1960).
Buzz Kulik, director of the episode, remembered Aherne as “just a
charming, wonderful, delightful man, a terribly professional man,
and one of the nicest people that I’ve ever worked with.” During his
time in Hollywood,Aherne was great friends with film Saint George
Sanders and, in the late 1970’s, wrote a memoir of their friendship,
A Dreadful Man (published in 1979).Aherne died in 1986 from heart
failure.
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The Saint...based on characters created by Leslie Charteris and known to
millions from books, magazines and motion pictures...the Robin Hood of modern
crime now comes to radio staring Hollywood’s brilliant and talented actor
Vincent Price as...THE SAINT!

The Saint returned to the airwaves in July 1947 with Vincent Price picking up the halo. The show ran
for a couple of years on the CBS network before moving to the Mutual Broadcasting System, starting
on July 10th 1949.

The show, by this time, was almost totally out of Charteris’hands.Although mentioned in the credits,
the show had now become, as the closing credits announced, “A James L. Saphier Production.”

Charteris was busy elsewhere. The Saint had just started his comic strip career, Charteris himself was
embroiled in a legal suit against RKO, and he was also trying to establish himself as an author of
something other than The Saint. Regarding the radio shows, he was, as he later admitted, “drawing a
nice little honorarium for doing nothing.” Charteris had farmed out the package and was doing
nothing, except encouraging Jimmy Saphier to sell the show bigger and better. He wasn’t consulted
in the casting; he simply left them to get on with it. He didn’t even listen to the show, as he was often
out of the country when it was broadcast.

The show, however, had finally found its audience. Its mix of light hearted comedy, mystery, and
crime drama kept Vincent Price in the role for four years. He eventually left the show in May 1951,
and was replaced by actor Tom Conway.

Episodes Included in This Collection

CD 1
A: “The Saint Goes Underground” – 07/31/49
The Saint goes mining in this episode written by Michael Cramoy
(who would go on to write for the TV version of The Saint, starring
Roger Moore).

B: “Greed Causes Murder” – 08/14/49
The Saint is on the trail of some missing millions. This episode,
broadcast live, features the first appearance of noted actor Dan
O’Herlihy, who would make a dozen appearances in the Saint’s
radio adventures.

Tonight we find Simon with the beautiful Patricia
Holm, the girl in his life, and the unreasonably
unbeautiful Hoppy Uniatz...who thinks with his
ham sized fists and his beloved automatic Betsy.
They are having a belated breakfast in the dining
room of the Hotel Parkside in New York City.

Interest in putting The Saint on the radio was still high, and when
CBS cast around for a summer replacement for The Jack Carson
Show it wasn’t long before Charteris and Saphier had themselves a
deal for another thirteen episodes. The Saint returned to the airwaves
on June 20th 1945 at 9pm, with actor Brian Aherne picking up the
halo.

Charteris was still acting as creator/producer/script-editor, and built on his experience by making sure
that all but two episodes were adapted from published Saint adventures. Actor-writer Fred Howard
returned to adapt two of those stories and contributed one of the two original scripts for this season.
Charteris was also keen to encourage new writers. Herta Georgius, who adapted “The Prince of
Cherkessia” from the original Charteris tale was, at the time, employed as a secretary...by Leslie
Charteris.

“The Saint—to lawbreakers a devil, to the police an embarrassment, and to many
an ordinary guy like you and me—a saint. The Saint—sprung from the pen of Leslie
Charteris, his adventures fill thirty books, a dozen motion pictures, and now by radio
he is yours for the next half hour.”

But, like the previous attempt, the show failed to find an audience.
When The Jack Carson Show returned after its summer holiday, The
Saint was off the airwaves.

After his spell with the halo, Aherne continued in films, but also
found work in television.Amongst other small screen appearances he
guested on Robert Montgomery Presents (1953), Errol Flynn Theatre
(1957) and even starred in an episode of The Twilight Zone (1960).
Buzz Kulik, director of the episode, remembered Aherne as “just a
charming, wonderful, delightful man, a terribly professional man,
and one of the nicest people that I’ve ever worked with.” During his
time in Hollywood,Aherne was great friends with film Saint George
Sanders and, in the late 1970’s, wrote a memoir of their friendship,
A Dreadful Man (published in 1979).Aherne died in 1986 from heart
failure.
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actor and screenwriter Fred Howard to rewrite. Howard re-titled it “The Haunted Professor” and
quickly turned in a draft, but Charteris still wasn’t satisfied. He substantially re-wrote it himself before
allowing it to go into production, with the final credit going to all three writers.

The directing chores for the first thirteen episodes were split between twomen: Bill Rousseau and Neil
Reagan. Reagan, brother of actor and already politically-active Ronald, did not impress Charteris.
Charteris eloquently elaborated on what he considered Reagan’s lack of ability in more than one
strongly worded epistle to Saphier, who was the producer caught between the creative Charteris and
the fiscally conservative sponsors:

Reagan was imposed under protest, retained under protest, and only allowed to
finish when cancellation made changing unworthwhile... After giving him what I
think is a very fair trial, he has not shown me any creative or constructive
contribution to the show. He has impressed me with a lack of ability in cutting and
editing scripts, and I have been very disappointed by his failure to interpret scenes
and direct readings to the best advantage.

A furious Charteris insisted that “any payment would be charitable and not earned by directing.”
However, he wanted to point out that he wasn’t an impossible taskmaster. He wrote, “I have been
thoroughly satisfied with Bill Rousseau’s handling of the show. It is simply that I am firmly convinced
that Reagan is not the right man for the job...” But a contract is a contract, and Reagan was paid for
his directorial chores. Charteris, though, was not about to see his creation ruined, and pointed out to
Saphier that “the Saint is far too valuable a property for me to take any unreasonable chances with...”
Thoroughly dissatisfied with Reagan, he stepped in on the last three shows to do the directing himself.

An active participant in Hollywood’s support of the war effort, Charteris was more than happy to
send copies of the scripts from these thirteen episodes to the radio department of the Writers War
Board late in 1945 for dramatization by the soldiers.

The show debuted at 6:30pm on Saturday January 6, 1945, but failed to find an audience. Bromo-
Seltzer withdrew sponsorship after thirteen episodes, and the show was off the air. However,
throughout Charteris’ later years, he declared himself to have been “completely satisfied with Barrier’s
performance.”

Campbell’s Soups bring you...The Saint! The Robin Hood of Modern Crime. Tonight
from Hollywood, with Brian Aherne in the title role, the makers of Campbell’s Soups
bring you the first in a new series of daring adventures in the career of Leslie
Charteris’ favorite of detective fiction, radio and motion pictures. The Robin Hood
of modern crime, Simon Templar...known to millions of you as...THE SAINT!

CD 2
A: “A Schitzophrenic Psychiatrist” (a.k.a. “The
Color-Blind Killer”) – 09/18/49
The Saint goes sailing and discovers danger.

B: “The Sinister Sneeze” – 06/11/50
The Saint goes to a prizefight and discovers that
the sums don’t add up. This episode is one of
several to feature actor Larry Dobkin as Louie the
Cabbie, who seems like a not too distant relative
of Hoppy Uniatz.

CD 3
A: “The Problem of the Peculiar Payoff” – 07/09/50
Somebody borrows The Saint’s name and uses it for blackmail, so The Saint feels compelled to
investigate. This script was written by Jerome Epstein.

B: “Follow the Leader” – 07/16/50
The Saint is hot on the trail of Hitler’s heir apparent.

CD 4
A: “The Frightened Author” – 07/23/50
A friend of The Saint’s writes a mystery novel featuring three living people. They’re all annoyed at
the writer…and then one of them turns up dead.

B: “The Case of the Previewed Crime” – 07/30/50
Awriter contacts The Saint in search of the perfect crime. This episode is unique because it features
Larry Dobkin in two roles, neither of which were Louie the Cabbie!

CD 5
A: “The Corpse Said Ouch” - 08/06/50
Ayoung lady tells The Saint that she’s just read her own obituary in the newspaper. This episode was
recorded on June 7, 1950 and was broadcast almost a month later.

B: “Cupid and the Corpse” – 08/27/50
The Saint discovers a murder in a cigar store…and a large quantity of forged bonds. This episode was
recorded on June 23, 1950 and broadcast about two months later.
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CD 6
A: “Baseball Murder” – 09/03/50
A baseball gets thrown and The Saint goes to a game. This episode
was recorded on June 28, 1950 and broadcast more than two months
later.

B: “The Horrible Hamburger” – 09/10/50
The Saint and Louie go for a hamburger and discover a dead body
in the trunk. This episode was recorded on June 29, 1950.and
broadcast 73 days later.

CD 7
A: “The Ghost that Giggled” – 09/17/50
The Saint discovers a sinister sister. This episode was recorded on
September 14 1950 and broadcast just three days later. One reason
for the change in schedule was that star Vincent Price was stuck in
Paris and unable to get back in time. Though the production held out
in the end, they had to recast the role of The Saint and Barry
Sullivan picked up the halo.

B: “Dossier on a Doggone Dog” – 09/24/50
A young boy sees a dognapping and The Saint intervenes. With Vincent Price still stuck in Paris,
production was again quite tight. The show was recorded on September 21, 1950 and broadcast three
days later. Barry Sullivan again picks up the halo.With Price seemingly unable to carry on in the role
due to his other commitments, NBC cancelled the show for four weeks.

CD 8
A: “It’s Snow Use” – 10/29/50
The Saint goes to a ski resort and discovers a killer.

B: “Miss Godby’s School for Girls” – 11/05/50
The Saint meets a millionaire and discovers a dead groom. This episode was recorded on October
27, 1950 and broadcast nine days later.

CD 9
A: “The Dame on the Doorstep” – 11/12/50
A gangster returns and The Saint solves a murder.

B: “No Hiding Place” – 11/19/50
The Saint goes to jail and mixes with the mob.

The first significant attempt to develop an American series was
made in the early 1940’s, when a scriptwriter was commissioned to
adapt one of the early short stories. The project was dropped before
it could gain Charteris’ approval. A later letter from the adapter (to
eventual Saint radio show packager James L. Saphier) offers an
insight as to why. He wrote, “As you know, Mr. Charteris’ plots are
very complicated and depend to a large extent on action...physical
action. This is hardly radio material...yet the character...and the feel
of the stories is right.”

Charteris himself commissioned a number of writers in early 1943
to pen some radio scripts featuring his creation. Dennis Green
adapted the Charteris story “The Frightened Inn-Keeper,” Virginia
Radcliffe contributed an original adventure entitled “The Silent
Death,” andMyron Dutton turned in an original script entitled “Off
the Beam.” Charteris bought all rights to the scripts and, working
with his agent James L. Saphier, used them to pitch a Saint show to

the radio networks. NBC committed to a thirteen week run, which would be sponsored by Bromo-
Seltzer. Protective of his creation, and keen to expand his experience, Charteris formed Saint Radio
Productions to produce the show.

An insight into how Charteris saw the characters on the radio can be gleaned from an early draft of
one of the first episodes, which lists the primary characters as follows: The Saint (Robert Montgomery
type), Hoppy (Allen Jenkins type), Fernack (Eugene Pallette type), Patricia Holm (breezy, efficient
secretary to the Saint). Montgomery, a dark and debonair leading man from the ‘30s and ‘40s, is
perhaps best known nowadays for being the father of Bewitched star, Elizabeth Montgomery. Allen
Jenkins was an American actor who’d made a career out of playing stooges, comic henchmen and
other tough guys throughout the 1930s and 40s. Poor Patricia’s relegation to the role of secretary was
deemed necessary to allow the Saint a degree of romantic freedom. However, Chareris was not writing
all of the shows himself. About that fact, he had this to say,

“Of course I was not writing all the shows myself—to have done that, as well as
producing them, as well as running a publishing business on the side, as I was then,
as well as doing other writing of my own, would have been the schedule of a human
dynamo, which I have never resembled. But I was supplying most of the ideas, and
working closely with the writers who put the scripts together.”

His work with the writers was typified by “The Haunted Professor,” the tenth of the first thirteen
episodes. Charteris had liked Virginia Radcliffe’s “The Silent Death,” but the resulting format of the
show was different from that envisioned when she had written the script. He gave the radioplay to
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The Saint is Heard
Program Guide by Ian Dickerson

Here she comes, ladies and gentlemen, the Bromo-Seltzer Special...bringing you
the Robin Hood of modern crime, THE SAINT. The twentieth century’s brightest
buccaneer—the Robin Hood of modern crime—Simon Templar, known to
millions of you as—The Saint.

Tonight from Hollywood, with Edgar Barrier in the title role, the makers of
Bromo-Seltzer bring to radio for the first time, Leslie Charteris’ favourite of
detective story fiction and motion pictures. The Saint is abroad again working his
own private brand of law enforcement that has long been the headache of crooks
and cops alike.

When The Saint began his radio career, he was
already the star of a long running series of books.
The first,Meet—the Tiger!, had been published in
September 1928 and, by 1935, with the release of
the fifteenth book about his adventures, The Saint
in New York, he was a transatlantic best-seller.

With such a literary sensation on his hands, it
wasn’t long before The Saint’s creator, Leslie
Charteris, looked to other media to exploit his
creation. In 1938, he was approached by the Irish
radio station Radio Athlone, which wanted to
adapt some of his stories for broadcast. The
resulting series, with actor Terence De Marney as
The Saint, ran for six episodes in 1939 and was
successful enough for De Marney to return to the
role the following year on BBC Forces Radio. But,
with Charteris — and, inevitably, The Saint —
spending increasing amounts of time in the
U.S.A., the adventures of The Saint were destined
for American radio.

CD 10
A: “The Terrible Tintype” – 11/26/50
The Saint discovers a dead Marsh and doesn’t
receive a picture. This episode was recorded on
November 17, 1950 and broadcast nine days later.

B: “Martin Hickerson, Private Eye” – 12/03/50
The Saint discovers a frame-up and persuades a
farmer to return to his science. This episode was
recorded on November 24, 1950 and broadcast
nine days later.

Ian Dickerson is a writer, producer and director who should probably know better. He met
Leslie Charteris whilst a teenager, and since then has spent many hours collecting every
publication by him. He lives in Hampshire, England with his wife and children...and an
awful lot of books by Leslie Charteris.

www.RadioSpirits.com
PO Box 1315, Little Falls, NJ 07424
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